Jr. KG

June

ACADEMICS

English Language :-
Revision of letters A-Z with phonic sound will be taken orally.

Orals - Introduction to vowels a, e, i, o, u in a story form, Consonants, English Conversation

Written - Pattern, standing and sleeping lines on slates, Language work book and four line note book.

Maths :-
Orals - Recognition and Recitation of nos. 1-20.
Written - Introduction to number 1, with value and number name - one
Writing of number 1 with value on slates, Number work book and square line note book.

Concepts :- Huge and Tiny.

PROJECT - ANIMALS AND BIRDS

Information :-
Detailed Information will be given about Wild Animals.
Their names description, parts of the body etc.
Their habitats, young ones, cries, etc.

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Fun Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :- Related to the topic.
Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.
July

ACADEMICS

English Language :-
Orals - Revision of letters A-Z with phonic sound.
Introduction to ‘a’ vowel blends, 3 letter words and sight words.
ba , ca, da etc. ba t (bat) ca n (can) etc.
Written - Pattern
Letters - l, L, T, F, E, H, N, K, X.
Pattern and letter writing on slates, in language workbook and four line book.

Maths / Number Work :-
Orals - Recognition and Recitation of numbers 1-30.
Introduction to number 2 with value and number name.
Written - Number - 1 & 2 with value in Number workbook and square book.

Concepts :-
Heavy - Light, Slow - Fast, Big - Small.

PROJECT - ANIMALS AND BIRDS

Information :-
- Detailed information will be given of domestic animals, pet animals and birds,
  their homes, young ones, eating habits and body parts.
- Birds - Animals with feathers that can fly with the help of wings. Birds lay eggs and baby birds hatch from eggs. Names of birds who cannot fly, fastest running bird, largest bird and smallest bird.

Value Education :-
Be kind to animals and birds. do not play with stray animals.

Fun Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.

Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.

Story :- Related to the topic.

Art & Craft: - All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Project Display :-
Project display of animals and birds by teachers - Display of a farm, jungle, Zoo, pet animals, birds nest etc.

Celebrations -
Palkhi, Guru Pournima

Dramatization - By teachers on some story on Animals
August

ACADEMICS :-

English Language :-
Orals - Revision of letters A-Z with phonic sound.
Revision of ‘a’ vowel blends
Introduction to vowel ‘o’. Blends ‘bo’, ‘co’ ‘do’
3 letter words - boy, cot, dot... and sight words.
Written - Slanting pattern \\\\\ \//////// on slate and in language Wk. bk.

Dictation : On letters completed till date.

Maths :-
Orals - Recognition and Recitation of numbers. 1- 40.
Introduction to number 3 and 4 with value and number name .
Written - Writing of number 3 and 4 with value in work bk. and Square line bk.

Concepts :-
Dry - Wet, Full - Empty, Full - Half

PROJECT - RAIN AND WATER

Information:-
Introduction to all the 3 seasons.
How do we get rain? Water Cycle.
Rain Wear- Rain coats, Rainy shoes, Umbrella and Hood.
Creatures seen in rainy season- Earthworm, Snail, Slug, Centipede, Frog.
Peacock loves to dance in the rain.
Sources of water- Rain, River, Well, Pond, Lake, Sea.
Journey of Water- How water comes from reservoir and water tanks to the taps at home.
Uses of Water- For drinking, washing, bathing, cleaning, cooking, and watering plants.
New Words- Vapours, grey clouds, thunder, lightning, droplets, drizzle, heavy rain, puddles rainbow, river, pond, well, lake, sea, tank, bathing, snail, slug, centipede, earthworm etc

Value Education:
Do not waste water. Drink clean and pure water. Close the tap after use.

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Fun Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
**Story :** Related to the topic.

**Art & Craft :** All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

**Celebrations :**
- Nagpanchami, Independence Day, Rakhi Pournima, Gokulashtami

---

**September**

**ACADEMICS**

**English Language :**

*Orals* - Revision phonic Aa-Zz. Revision of ‘a’ and ‘o’ blends. Introduction to ‘i’ blends, bi, di, fi etc. 3 letter words bi g, di p, fi g, etc. and sight words.

*Written* - Pattern (O)
- Letters - C, O, Q, G, P, B, R, D.
- Pattern and letter writing on slates, in language workbook and four line book.
- Dictation on letters covered till date.

**Maths / Number Work :**

*Orals* - Recognition and Recitation of numbers 1-50.
- Introduction to number 5 with value and number name.

*Written* - Number 5 in Number workbook and square book with values.
- Writing numbers 1-5 serially in number bk. and square book.

**PROJECT - PLANTS AND FLOWERS**

*Information:* -
- Detailed information - Germination, parts of plants, types of plants, uses of plants.

*Value Education :*
- Do not cut the trees. Do not pluck flowers and leaves unnecessarily.
- Grow more trees.

*E.V.S :*
- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.

*Fun Colouring :*
- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.

*Music :*
- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.

*Story :*
- Related to the topic.

*Art & Craft :*
- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

**Celebrations & Competitions**

**Ganesh Chaturthi**
- Ganpati Aarti and Ganpati stotra will be recited everyday at 9.00am.

1. **Teacher’s Day**
- Children will get flowers for teachers.

**Competitions :**
2. **Colouring Competition**
3. **Shloka recitation**
October

ACADEMICS

English Language :-
  Orals - Revision of phonics- ‘a’, ‘o’, ‘i’ blends, 3 letter words and sight words.
  Written - P, B, R, D on slates, language bk. and four line book.
  Dictation of letters completed till date.

Maths / Number Work :-
  Orals - Recognition and Recitation of numbers 1-50.
  Written - Number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 serially in Square book and number book.
  Matching numbers to values, writing missing nos.
  Missing numbers 1-5, numbers 1-5 with values in square book.
  Introduction to shapes - Square.

Concepts :- Revision of all concepts covered in 1st term.

PROJECT - PLANTS AND FLOWERS

  Information:-
  Introduction to flowers, uses of flowers, products we get from flowers will be given.

  Value Education :
  Do not pluck flowers or leaves from the plants or trees

  Revision of all topics of the 1st term
  o Animals and birds.
  o Rain & water.
  o Plants & flowers.

  o E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
  Fun Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
  o Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
  o Story :- Related to the topic.
  o Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Celebrations:-

  Saraswati Puja / Bhondla / Dusshera:-
  Ghatasthapana will be done on the first day of Navratri. Bhondla will be celebrated on one of the days. Children learn different names of Goddess every day. Children will come to school dressed in traditional dress and will dance
around the picture of an elephant in a circle and sing bhondla songs. For Dussera celebration Pati poojan and Saraswati poojan will be done by all the children in their respective classes.

**November**

**ACADEMICS**

**English Language :**

Revision of phonics Aa-Zz. Revision of ‘a’, ‘o’, ‘i’ blends.

Orals - Introduction to ‘u’ blends,

3 letter words & sight words.

Conversation book

Written : Pattern Introduction to M.R. script (small letters)

Letters - J, U, S on slates, language bk. & in 4 line bk.


**Maths / Number Work :-**

Orals - Recognition and Recitation of numbers. 1-70.

Introduction to no. 6 with value & number name.

Written - Number 6 in number work book & square line book.

Matching the parts of same object, circle the same shape, sequencing.

**Concepts :-**

Raw & ripe, Sweet & sour, Inside & outside.

- PROJECT - Fruits

  Information:-

  Detail information on all fruits will be given to the children eg. Shape, colour (inside, outside), peel (thick & thin), eaten with or without peel, seeds, (few - many) whether hard - soft, pulpy, juicy, taste. Products we get from fruits.

  **Value Education:-**

  Fruits are good for health, we must wash fruits well before eating.

  **E.V.S :-** All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.

  **Fun Colouring :-** All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.

  **Music :-** All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.

  **Story :-** Related to the topic.

  **Art & Craft:-** All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

  **Diwali Party:-**
The children will come to school in festive dress. During assembly children will be told about the importance of each day of Diwali and why we celebrate the festival. All the children will dance to music. Sweets will be distributed.

**Children’s Day:** Some special activity like magic show......, ......,
- Following activities will be conducted during the week.
- Magic show , film show..
- Dramatization by teachers.

**Evaluation**
- Language evaluation and dictation on letters covered till date.
- Number evaluation.

**Practice Sheets** of Language, Maths & EVS will be solved & checked and given to the children.

Final Evaluation of English, Maths, oral and written evaluation of English and numbers will also be conducted pre scheduled dates.

---

**December**

**ACADEMICS**

**English Language :-**
- **Orals** - Revision of a, i, o, u blends, 3 letter words, sight words.
- **Written** : Pattern - writing of small letters
  - Writing A-Z serially in four line book.
  - Dictation A-Z randomly, missing letters A-Z.

**Maths / Number Work :-**
- **Orals** - Recognition and Recitation of numbers 1-70.
- Introduction of number 7 with value & number name.

**EVS PROJECT - Vegetables**

**Information:**
- Detailed information on all vegetables will be given to the children eg. Shape, colour (inside, outside), eaten raw or cooked, types of vegetables - leafy, fruit & root vegetables with examples, oral evaluation on the topic.

**Value Education:**
- Vegetables are good for health; we get vitamins & minerals from them, wash vegetables before cooking.

**Concepts :-**
- Cooked & uncooked vegetables.
- Thick & thin.
- Soft & hard

- **E.V.S :-** All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
- **Fun Colouring :-** All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
- **Music :-** All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
- **Story :-** Related to the topic.
- **Art & Craft :-** All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

**Celebrations :-**

**Christmas Party Celebration :-**
Children will come to school in coloured dress. Christmas songs will be played on P.A. system & all the children can dance & enjoy themselves. Children will leave for the Christmas vacation on a happy note.
Annual Gathering

The Annual Social Gathering will be held before school close for Christmas Vacation.

January

ACADEMICS

English Language :-
- Revision of phonics. Revision of a, i, o, u blends.
- **Orals** - Introduction to vowel e. blends be, de.
- Three letter words- bed, den, etc and sight words.
- **Written** - Pattern - writing for small letters on slates & four line bk.
- Small letters -
  - on slates and in four line book.

Maths / Number Work :-
- **Orals** - 1-80.
- Introduction of number 8, 9 with values & number names.
- **Written** - Writing of numbers 8 and 9 with values on slates, number book and square line book.

Concepts :-

PROJECT - **Myself**
- Detailed information on Myself, parts of the body, 5 sensory organs and their uses.
- My family - Information on big and small family. Names of father, mother, brother and sister.
- My house - Information of different rooms in the house and their purpose, types of houses.
- My school - Name of the school, name of the class, name of the Principal, names of teachers and helpers.

Value Education:-
- Golden words - Please, Sorry, Thank you, Excuse me.
- Good manners, Good Habits.

  - **E.V.S** :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
  - **Colouring** :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
  - **Music** :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
  - **Story** :-Related to the topic.
  - **Art & Craft**: - All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic

Role Play :-
A Role play on my family will be done by Jr. KG. teachers. Teachers will be dressed up as different members of a family and they will introduce themselves to all the children.
The concept of big and small family will be introduced in the way to give children a clear concept of a family.

Celebrations:-

Sankranti Celebration:-
Children will be informed about the importance of Sankrant. Why and when it is celebrated. Why we wear black clothes and the tradition of giving til gul to each other.

Republic Day: -
As Republic day is a holiday. Pre-primary section will celebrate on 25th Jan. Children will be told the importance of this day. Ladu, chiwada will be given to all the children.

Picnic: -
The children will go for a picnic on a Saturday.

Sports Week:-
Two different events will be arranged for boys & girls. Practice for the same will be taken on the ground everyday..

**February**

ACADEMICS

**English Language :-**
- Revision of phonics A-Z
  - Orals - Revision of a, e, i, o,u blends, 3 letter words and sight words.
  - Conversation book - pgs 11, 12
  - Written : Baby letters with pictures.

**Maths / Number Work :-**
- Orals - 1-90. Introduction of number 10 with value & number name.
  - Written
    - Number 10 in number book and square line book.
      - 1-10 serially in square line book.
      - 1-10 with values in square line book.
      - Number dictation in square line book.

**PROJECT - Vehicles**

**Information:-**
What is a vehicle - A machine which carries people from one place to another.

**Modes of transport** - Roadways, Airways, Waterways and Railways.
- Roadways - 2 wheelers, 3 wheelers, 4 wheelers and more than 4 wheels etc.
- Airways - helicopter, aeroplane, rocket, etc.
- Waterways - boat, ship, steamer, cargo ship etc.
- Railways - cargo, passenger, bullet train etc

**Value Education:-**
- Always walk on the footpath.
- Do not get in / out of a moving vehicle.
- Always use the zebra crossing.
- Do not play on the road.
- Stand in a queue while waiting for the bus.
- Never put your hand or head out of a moving vehicle.
- Obey traffic rules.
- Never talk loudly in a bus, it disturbs others.

**E.V.S :-** All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Fun Colouring: All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music: All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story: Related to the topic.
Art & Craft: All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Easel board painting: Papers will be clipped onto the easel board. Children will be given a brush and colour to paint freely.
Celebrations: Colour week celebration on account of Basant Panchami “Vasantotsav”
Children will come dressed in different colours each day of the week.
Green, Yellow, Red, Blue, Black & White colors
After prayers, everyday give information on colours, will be given their beauty and significance. Each colour is related to nature and precious gems for eg.

Object Talk: Children will bring objects of that particular colour. Teachers will take object Talk in their respective classes. Children will be expected to say 2 - 3 sentences in English on the object they will bring and many children said the object talk very well.

Project Display: On, Different Means & Modes of Transport.

March / April

ACADEMICS

English Language:
Revision of phonics A-Z.
Orals - Revision of a, e, i, o, u blends, 3 letter words and sight words.
Revision of sight words.
Written - Writing of a - z and in four line books.
Dictation of capital letters (A - Z).
Writing of missing letters (A - Z).
English Practice Sheet.

Maths / Number Work:
Orals - Recitation of recognition of numbers 1 to 100.
Revision of number names 1 to 10.
Written - Writing 1-10 in square line book and work book serially, randomly with values missing numbers
Concepts:
○ sharp / blunt. rough / smooth.

PROJECT - Community Helpers

Information: Information about different Community helpers will be given.
○ Postman - He delivers letters, parcels and money orders. Visit of Postman to every class.
○ Tailor - He stitches our clothes. His tools are needle, thread, scissors, measuring tape, sewing machine and cloth.
○ Cobbler - He mends old shoes and makes new shoes for us, his tools are nails, leather, gum, thread, needle, polish and brush. Cobbler will visit the school. Children will see different tools used by him.
○ Carpenter - He makes furniture for us. His tools are saw, nails and hammer.
○ Potter - He makes earthen pots using wheel and clay. Demonstration by Potter in school.
- Doctor - He treats us and gives us medicines. Visit of Doctor.
- Policeman - He catches thieves. He uses whistle, pistol, rod etc.
- Teacher - Teacher teaches us in the school. She uses chalk, duster, black board, books, charts, puppets etc.

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Fun Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :- Related to the topic.
Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Evaluation
Orals will start from 15\textsuperscript{th} March on the Projects covered in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} term.
Music evaluation will be conducted by the music teacher.
Written evaluation will be conducted for Language Readiness & Number Readiness.
Please refer to Assessment Page for further details

Fun Week:-
Following activities will be planned for the fun week.
1) Crown making. 2) Water play. 3) Foot ball. 4) Starch play.
5) Film Show. 6) Snack preparation and party. 7) Eye Mask. 8) Bitter Gourd Printing.